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It seems likely only yesterday that I first wandered up Mount Wachusett, on a late August 
day, and decided to try my luck at this “hawkwatching” thing that I had been reading 

about in my email. There wasn’t anyone else counting birds on the fire tower that day, but 
to my delight, there were indeed some hawks up there! My first count didn’t break any 
records, and actually left me really questioning my birding confidence. I couldn’t tell the 
difference between a migrating hawk and a local, let alone separate the different juvenile 
buteos that soared over my head. Yet my data, 6 birds in 4 hours on light NE winds, ended 
up getting counted. When EMHW Founder Paul Roberts reached out to me to ask about 
my sightings, I was surprised. When he told me that my numbers were going into the 
official season count, I was inspired. And when he told me to come back in September 
to see some real numbers, I did just that. The hawks obliged. And the rest, as they say, is 
history.

While it may have seemed like yesterday, that first hawkwatching session was actually in 
2014. And now, seven years later, I am thoroughly delighted to address the members of 
Eastern Mass Hawk Watch as the group’s new President. It’s been a remarkable evolution 
from my beginnings as a simple ‘hawk fan’ to today. I can only describe my relationship 
with hawks as a calling, and I am so proud to lead this group that shares that passion. 
In the time since that first session, I’ve logged hundreds of hours at EMHW watch sites, 
learning identification technique from teachers like Tom Pirro, Bob Secatore and Rod 
Chase. From Mount Watatic and Plum Island, I’ve seen record-breaking flights and found 
comfort in the solitude and silence of waiting for the next one to happen. I’ve traveled the 
US, eager to meet the hawks from my field guides; Swainson’s and Ferruginous in Utah, 
Swallow-tailed Kites in Florida, and even the ‘Io of Hawaii. I’ve taken thousands of photos 
of raptors, hoping to capture the moments that inspire the pure disbelief that these birds 
leave me with. I’ve even studied enough raptor identification that Mass Audubon let me 
teach a program about it. What I’m trying to say is, I think I am the right person for this 
job! 

Hawkwatching isn’t just about birds though. From the outset, the community built around 
hawkwatching has impressed me. My hope is to strengthen and grow that community 
and inspire the next generation of watchers in Massachusetts and beyond. 

I’m excited to announce that one of my first initiatives as President has been the adoption 
of a new Code of Conduct that helps prioritize and publicly state EMHW’s commitment 
to the values of inclusivity and safety. The Board of Directors has unanimously approved 
the Code this year, and I’d like to introduce its basic tenets to you and ask that members 
join us in practicing it together. 

The code applies to all interactions between members of EMHW, participants at our 
hawk watch sites, and attendees at our meetings. 

Annual Meeting
Friday, September 10, 2021 

7:00–8:00pm

Eastern MA Hawk Watch 
P.O. Box 663

Newburyport, MA 01950

www.emhw.org
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Details on page 2.

▶▶▶ Virtual Meeting! ◀◀◀
Join us online via Zoom from 

 the comfort of your home

continued on page 3 →

A Message from the President 2021
by Brian Rusnica
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Date & Time: Friday, September 10th, 2021 
 7:00-8:00 pm

RSVP:  Shawn Carey at scarey@avfx.com

Keynote Presentation: Wildlife in the City: Urban Red-tailed Hawks 
 by Dr. Joan Morrison

Annual Meeting 
Online Conference Call via Zoom

Due to ongoing concerns with COVID-19, the Board of Directors has 
scheduled a Zoom meeting to be held on Friday, September 10, 

2021 from 7:00–8:00PM in lieu of our annual in-person meeting. To 
attend you must RSVP in advance to EMHW Vice President Shawn 
Carey at scarey@avfx.com to receive a special link to the Zoom meeting.  

We encourage members to renew their membership and vote for three 
EMHW directors in advance by mail, as you will not be able to renew 
or vote in the Zoom meeting. (You can renew by mail at any time, but 
voting will close Friday, September 17th.) 

This year’s Zoom meeting will be free and open to the public, so please 
feel free to share this information with friends and family. However 
please note you must RSVP in advance. Those that RSVP will be sent 
the official Zoom invitation link on September 8th or 9th. The schedule 
for our Zoom meeting will be as follows.

• Waiting Room opens: 6:30PM

• Business meeting: 7:00PM – 7:20PM

• Guest Speaker Joan Morrison: 7:20PM – 7:45PM

• Q&A: 7:45PM – 8:00PM

We hope you will join us and continue to support EMHW by renewing 
your membership. 

Sincerely, 
EMHW Board of Directors

Keynote Topic
For seven years, Joan Morrison and six Trinity College students studied 
Red-tailed Hawks in the urban landscape of Hartford, CT. Those Red-
tails established home ranges in large green spaces such as parks, golf 
courses, and cemeteries but also nested downtown and in densely built 
urban and suburban neighborhoods. Telemetry data indicated that 
these hawks have much smaller home ranges than reported for hawks 
living in rural areas. The size and number of green space patches are 
important, but their value likely varies with the distribution of suitable 
perches, types and density of prey, and amount of human activity 
in and adjacent to the green spaces. Territoriality and intraspecific 
competition may also influence home range size and dispersion of 
Red-tailed Hawks nesting in Hartford. Join Joan for a fascinating look 
at the hawk many of us see virtually every day of the year but may not 
know very well. 

Dr. Joan Morrison received her Ph.D. in 
Wildlife Ecology and Conservation from 
the University of Florida, with her research 
focusing on the population biology and ecology 
of Crested Caracaras. Prior to that, Joan worked 
for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and 
the U.S. Forest Service in Alaska, Colorado, 
Washington, and New Mexico. From 2000 
through 2017, she was Professor of Biology 
at Trinity College and Program Director of 
Trinity’s Environmental Science program. 
During her years at Trinity, Joan and her 
students investigated the reproductive biology 
and habitat associations of Hartford’s urban 
population of Red-tailed Hawks.  Now retired 
and living in New Mexico, Joan continues 
her research in Florida and has expanded her 
studies of caracaras to include the population 
in Arizona.  Joan has served as the Secretary for 
the Raptor Research Foundation and has given 
numerous presentations to citizen and other 
professional groups.

Optimism for the Future.” Davis, one of the continent’s leading 
raptor educators and photographers, has given roughly 1,800 
programs and authored seven books, including the spectacular 
Falcons of North America (2nd edition). You don’t want to miss 
her wonderful presentation (and the live raptors who will be 
with her). 

To learn more about the free webinar, hawks, and the NorthEast 
Hawk Watch, and to register, go to the NEHW web site at www.
battaly.com/nehw and click on the webinar info (upper left-hand 
corner). Advance registration is required for the free webinar. 

To celebrate its 50th anniversary, the NorthEast Hawk Watch 
(NEHW) is offering a free webinar to the public on Sunday 

August 29, from 6 to 9 pm (advance registration required). 

There will be 20-minute presentations on: trends in hawk 
migration counts; a new project where you can track online 
Broadwings migrating from New England to and from South 
America; the rather amazing historical achievements of NEHW; 
and a brief introduction on how to learn more about hawk 
watching. 

The main feature will be an hour-long presentation by Kate 
Davis of Montana on “Three Decades of Raptor Education: 

Free Webinar on New England’s Hawks
Sunday August 29, 2021

Message from the President (continued from  page 1)

1. Always be respectful of one another. All interactions at any EMHW site or event should be free of disrespectful or discriminatory 
language or action concerning race, religion, sexual orientation, age, gender, nationality, disability, or birding skill. Respect the 
rights and safety of all people at all times. Comply with all health and safety guidelines during in-person events.

2. Aspire to promote the club and hawkwatching. In the field, at an event, or when participating in the birding community, 
EMHW’s members serve as ambassadors of the club and to the field of hawkwatching in general. Promote the values of education, 
conservation and inclusion.

3. Practice ethical birding. Become familiar with the standards of birding ethics and promote the conservation of birds and their 
environment through ethical practices. Minimize negative impacts on birds and their habitat. 

4. Respect hawk watch site properties. All formal EMHW watches are currently conducted on state- or federally-managed public 
lands. Follow all published regulations when using these properties. 

Information about reporting violations and disciplinary action can be found on our website at www.emhw.org. 

I’ve also authored a new section of our website called Conservation Projects in our About The Club section. This page highlights 
the many raptor conservation efforts that EMHW sponsors throughout the year. Your dues, donations and raffle proceeds go towards 
real results and make a real difference for raptors in Massachusetts and across the Northeast. I invite you to explore the wonderful 
work being done with the goal of conserving raptors for future generations.

The future is bright for Eastern Mass Hawk Watch. Our counters navigated the confusing and frightening reality of COVID-19 
through the 2020 season, and persevered even as the virus fight spilled into 2021. We hope that our next hawkwatch season will be 
free of restrictions, but we remain vigilant and appreciative of the sacrifices made by many during this time. 

Despite COVID-19’s obstacles, we saw inspirational results from our hawkwatching efforts. Mount Wachusett produced an all-time 
record in coverage hours, in fact the highest season for any site in EMHW’s history: an amazing 432.5 hours over 73 days. All that 
coverage produced seasonal standards for 9 species on the mountain. 

At Plum Island, we also set a new all-time coverage record, with 236 hours of watch time spread over 56 days. That led to a new all-
time record for total raptors (1,771), a new single-day flight record (699 on May 2), and also new highs for 3 species. 

At the Head of the Meadow Beach, Don Manchester has led a second consecutive productive year at a new location on Cape Cod, 
charting 1,866 birds. Mount Watatic enjoyed its best season in a decade, while Pinnacle Rock continued to surprise us with sneaky 
big days in 2020. 

I thank Ted Mara for his honorable service as President of EMHW from 2017 through 2020. Ted’s sharp eyes, unending positivity, 
and boundless joy for hawkwatching have inspired me since my first day meeting him on Wachusett in 2014. He is a huge part of 
what EMHW is all about to me and I hope to make him proud as successor. Please enjoy this year’s newsletter, and let us know what 
you think by reaching out to the EMHW Club Officers at e.masshawkwatch@comcast.net. 

Photos: top, Dr. Joan Morrison with Fran, a Red-tailed Hawk and 
bottom, with Clyde, a Crested Caracara.
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This year the NorthEast Hawk Watch (NEHW) is celebrating 
50 years of counting migrating hawks. If you aren’t at least 

65 years old, you could not understand how dire the situation for 
raptors was in the 1960s. In Massachusetts, if you wanted to see 
a Bald Eagle, in Summer you drove to a few spots in Maine or 
in Winter to Quabbin Reservoir where a few birds from farther 
north might winter.  

It was a different world. Researchers, the public and eventually 
the Congress were beginning to understand why populations 
of most raptors had been crashing dramatically since the 
Second World War. But humans knew surprisingly little about 
hawks. How could we monitor their fate? In 1971, two amateur 
Connecticut birders with an interest in hawks - Don Hopkins, 
a bookbinder, and Jerry Mersereau, a banker - started planning 
to establish a network of hawk watchers across New England to 
look for migrating hawks on one weekend in September and one 
weekend in October. They were soon joined by Neil Currie, a 
secondary school science teacher. 

 The NEHW didn’t have dues and meetings. Bird clubs donated 
funds to pay for printing and mailing reports, and to help 
organize coverage. In 1972-3, Don, Jerry, Neil and others began 
planning a continental conference on hawk migration, held in 
1974, that created the Hawk Migration Association of North 
America (HMANA) to establish guidelines for gathering, 
reporting, and analyzing data, and publish annual reports from 
sites across the continent. Reports were prepared on typewriters 
and mailed out a year after the data had been collected. 

NEHW observers had tons of questions. How did Broadwings, 
the most abundant hawk, migrate? On a broad front?  In small 
groups?  In streams or maybe even rivers? Did they follow the 
same routes every year?  If not, why? How high did they fly? 
Could they fly too high to see? How far away could you see them? 
How fast did they move? When so many migrated together, how 
could they find food? We knew that Bald Eagles, Ospreys and 
Peregrine Falcons, icons, had been extirpated from many states. 
Were the more common (we thought) hawks doing okay? How 
many were there? How does the Spring migration differ from the 
Fall flight? We knew so little. There weren’t even decent guides 
to hawk identification. Paul Carrier and NEHW developed a 
black-and-white silhouette guide to hawks that went viral before 
that term was popular. Gradually, many of those questions were 
answered, raising new ones. So many people, literally thousands 
over the years, helped piece together how and when the hawks 
migrated and what their population trends were.

Don Hopkins traveled New England speaking to bird clubs about 
the watch and changed my life. In 1976, I started the Eastern 
Massachusetts Hawk Watch to cover the Commonwealth east of 
Quabbin Reservoir. Other watch sites developed throughout the 
Northeast, all sending their counts to the NEHW, who changed 
from seasonal reports to one annual migration report. EMHW 
established limited Spring and Fall watches at dozens of sites 
because we didn’t know exactly where the hawks would be seen 
or when. The two largest Broad-winged Hawk flights known in 

eastern Mass before 1976 were seen when a woman was hanging 
out laundry in Framingham, and when a father and son in 
Groveland repaired the roof on their house.

The NEHW began organizing regional conferences on hawk 
migration every four years. The first drew almost 300 people, with 
speakers including two young guys named Bill Clark and Pete 
Dunne. NEHW experimented, using a private plane to spot and 
follow kettles or streams of Broadwings, shifting to a motorized 
glider that could go slow enough to follow Broadwings and not 
disturb them. They mapped routes and ground speeds of streams 
of Broadwings, and coordinated with ground observers to see 
how well people on the ground could see kettles of Broadwings: 
how high, and how far away. (With scopes you might see kettles 
up to 1.25 miles away, but miss many birds.) Leif Robinson of 
EMHW organized a cinetheodolite project to film Broadwings 
to determine exactly how high they were flying and how fast. It 
was an incredibly fertile, exciting time. 

On September 13, 1978, six EMHW observers at Wachusett 
tallied 10,086 hawks, the largest flight ever recorded in New 
England to that time. Most people who heard those numbers 
understandably did not believe them at first. That large flight 
encouraged more people to get out and look. 19,912 Broadwings 
and a total of 20,106 hawks were seen at Wachusett on Sept 13, 
1983. Over 16,000 Broadwings passed in just one hour! Roughly 
200 people might be found hawk watching on Wachusett on a 
weekend day in mid-September.

NEHW provided many leaders to HMANA over the next 
several decades, including many chairs and editors of the 
annual HMANA Newsletter (later Hawk Migration Studies.)  
Seth Kellogg of Massachusetts began compiling and writing 
the NEHW Report in 1988, providing  decades of cumulative 
data and elevating reporting and analysis to a new level. He also 
edited the HMANA migration reports. In 2015, Trudy Battaly 
of New York took over the NEHW Report from Seth. Trudy 
expanded Seth’s analysis; the NEHW Migration Reports are the 
best I’ve ever seen anywhere. The data that thousands of people 
have collected and reported over 50 years is available in what are 
now 44-page annual reports, including very informative graphs 
of species’ trends.  

Today NEHW reports on dozens of sites throughout the 
Northeast, many of which have been covered for 40 or more 
years. NEHW is the most extensive permanent regional hawk 
migration network on the continent and probably the world. We 
have annual dues of $10 to pay for printing and mailing of the 
report and still hold migration conferences every four years.  

By 1993, NEHW had become the NorthEast Hawk Watch, to 
officially include more data from parts of New York and New 
Jersey where they clearly see birds that have passed through 
New England.  We have seen many hawk species recover 
incredibly successfully through captive breeding and nesting 
programs, other species rapidly expand their breeding range and 

In 2021, the Plum Island Hawk Watch reported an uncommon 
visitor to the site: a Eurasian Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus). This 

widespread raptor is common to Europe, Asia and Africa, but 
extremely rare in the Americas. However, this is not the first 
time that they’ve been observed in Massachusetts. In fact, it’s not 
the first time one has made it into an EMHW count. Who is this 
enigmatic bird, and just how significant was this year’s find? 

The Eurasian (also called Common) Kestrel is vaguely similar 
to our American Kestrel: a rufous-backed falcon with thin, 
pointed wings and a long tail. They are sexually dimorphic, like 
our American birds, with males more variably-colored than 
females. The adult male features a bluish-gray head with a single 
malar stripe, a bluish-gray tail with black subterminal band, 
and a rufous back with sparse black spotting. The adult female 
is a more uniform color: 
a rusty-brown, with black 
banding throughout the 
back and tail, and lacking 
the male’s gray head.

A key difference that may 
not be well-known is size! 
Eurasian Kestrels are longer, 
twice as heavy, and have 
proportionally longer tails 
and wings than American. 
Indeed, they are even larger 
than Merlins across the 
board. 

The first state record of 
Eurasian Kestrel dates back 
to 1887 in Hull. The second 
came over a century later! In 
Spring 2002, a male Eurasian 
Kestrel was reported in 
Wellfleet and Chatham and accepted by the Massachusetts Avian 
Records Committee. Leslie Bostrom first spotted the bird on 
April 14th in Wellfleet, and it hung around Cape Cod until May. 
EMHW’s Shawn Carey recalls that the sighting came as Email 
was starting to revolutionize local birding, drawing crowds of 
up to 50 people looking for the new celebrity bird. “If you were 
a Massachusetts birder and you were a lister, you got the triple 
crown: you got it on your Year List, your Massachusetts list, and 
your ABA List.” When he finally got the Kestrel in his sights in 
Chatham, Shawn said the experience was “phenomenal - you 
couldn’t ask for better looks at it.”

A sighting that was not accepted by the State committee was a 
brief 2009 observation by EMHW founder Paul Roberts. On 
April 13th, Paul was at the Plum Island watch when he picked 
up an unusual raptor coming North. “I focused right on the bird 
with the scope at eye level and got a chance to watch” before 
he tried to get the rest of the crew on it. Paul right away saw a 
bird bigger than an American Kestrel, with one weak malar bar, 
and a distinctive dark tail band. His previous experience with the 

species led to a confident ID of a female Eurasian Kestrel. 

That 2009 flyby was not Paul’s first Plum Island encounter: in 
April 1995, while on Lot #1 duty with watcher Joe Hogan, he had 
a close view of a perched bird that he first thought might be an 
aberrant female American Kestrel. Roberts recalls, “We got really 
good looks at it...I had never seen a Kestrel with one [malar] 
mark, and that was the thing that just blew me away...It looked 
large, but it was the facial pattern was really very distinctive, and 
it was unidentified, so that’s what it went down as.” At the time, 
Paul didn’t have any guides that showed a match for this raptor, 
so it required some consultation-by-mail with raptor author Bill 
Clark before they eventually resolved an ID of female Eurasian 
Kestrel. 

Later, when Paul told fellow watcher Ed Mair the 1995 story, Ed 
relayed that an Unidentified 
Falcon from the Plum Island 
hawkwatch the year before 
in 1994, had two-toned 
upperwings “unlike any 
American Kestrel he had 
ever seen.” Ed concluded 
that bird was also likely a 
Eurasian Kestrel. 

Bob Secatore’s 2021 flyby 
sighting was also a brief one, 
but to him it was obvious 
the raptor was not one of 
our typical stock. Early on 
April 13th, Bob was the only 
observer on duty when he 
caught an extremely low 
but close raptor moving 
through Lot #1. Bob saw 
the lanky, long wing and 

tail dimensions of a falcon, but thought “immediately, it was 
way too big for a Kestrel.” Yet the bird showed a rusty, barred 
topside, but “the head pattern had nothing to do with our Kestrel 
at all, nor a Peregrine or Merlin.” The odd combination of size 
and plumage left Bob noting, “It certainly wasn’t any falcon that 
we had around here...something very, very different that wasn’t 
on our typical agenda down there, in terms of species.” From a 
previous conversation with Paul on the topic of this species, Bob 
had formulated the Eurasian Kestrel ID quickly and logged it on 
the day’s count. While this sighting was over in a flash - it was 
unforgettable. Bob remarks, “it happened instantaneously...but it 
was definitely one of the highlights of my year.”

While Eurasian Kestrel sightings in Massachusetts are too few 
and too brief to formulate much deep analysis, the excitement 
that their visits generate is palpable. There is still much we don’t 
know - including whether these birds are flying in from across 
the Atlantic, crossing on ships, or are part of a North American 
stock that now migrates on our side of the pond. We look forward 
to their next arrival at one of our hawkwatch sites. 

NorthEast Hawk Watch Celebrates 50th Anniversary The Kestrel from Across the Pond
by Paul M. Roberts, EMHW Founder and Board Member by By Brian Rusnica, President, EMHW, with Shawn Carey, Paul Roberts, and Bob Secatore 

Eurasian Kestrel (female) in Hackney Marshes, London, UK.  
Photo by Luke Tiller.

continued on page 6 →
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Passing the Baton
by Ursula Goodine, EMHW Member

Don Manchester: Dedication, Loyalty and Commitment
by Maryellen Stone, Head of the Meadow Beach Site Coordinator, Former member Board of Directors, EMHW

Most of our EMHW members are aware of Tom French’s 
illustrious 35-year reputation as the Assistant Director 

of the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program 
(NHESP), with the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and 
Wildlife, which culminated with his “retirement” in February 
2019. As the French era came to a close, David Paulson, Senior 
Endangered Species Review Biologist, accepted the mantle from 
his mentor and is continuing the principles that Tom established.

Tom’s distinguished 
work with the once 
endangered Peregrine 
Falcons and their 
restoration began as 
the founding leader of 
the NHESP program. 
This 1983 legislation 
led to the installation 
of a nest box inside 
Boston’s Custom 
House Tower and 
placement of a gravel 
tray on the 21st floor 
ledge of Monarch 
Place in Springfield 
in 1987. Over the 
decades, these man-
made substitutes 
have been placed as 
potential nest sites located on buildings, towers, cranes, bridges, 
mountains, cliffs and quarries. Tom and his staff have banded well 
over 500 Peregrine Falcon chicks, and that number grows every 
year. To accomplish this, they have climbed, scaled, crawled, 
hiked, crept and rappelled into these nests, to temporarily 
capture and band the chicks, before returning them to their 
natal area. Tom once tied off his line equipment to a couch and 
rappelled outside an apartment window and down the side of 
the building to reach a nest. His idea was that he would be safe, 
because there was no way the couch could fall out of the window. 
Is it a wonder his nickname is Spiderman? 

One essential gear item is Tom’s helmet, which is well worn 
and speckled with telltale evidence of attacks perpetrated by 
the parents of those chicks he has banded. Most often, it is the 
resident female who is the aggressive one, but there are times 
when the male will join in the fray. Swooping down with a 
velocity they are known for, their talons are tightened into a 
fist, and strategically aimed at the target, which is Tom’s head! 
Despite the dangers of encountering these protective parents, 
he does not flinch in his resolve to band their young. (In my 
opinion that helmet belongs in the MA Division of Fisheries and 
Wildlife historical collection.) Tom has been quoted as saying 
that due to his interests, he has “been fortunate to have the best 

If there is an award for the most individual hours spent 
hawk watching in Massachusetts, it would surely go to Don 

Manchester. Don has been the official counter for twenty-
two years at the Spring sites of Pilgrim Heights and Head of 
the Meadow Beach since 1999, after answering a newspaper 
ad asking for hawk watch volunteers. Don also volunteered as 
the official counter at the Morris Island Fall site for NFWS and 
EMHW from 1999 – 2010. 

Passionate about the outdoors, birds, and especially raptors, Don 
brings years of experience 
locally and from his time 
working out West. Don’s 
stories of birding with some 
of the birding greats of Cape 
Cod back in the day as a 
young boy are fascinating. 
Talking about his early 
birding experiences, he has a 
sense of excitement, a smile 
on his face and a twinkle 
in his eyes. A common 
theme in all his stories is his 
appreciation for those who 
shared their knowledge and 
passion for birds with him. 

Don has continued the 
legacy of passing on a 
passion for the outdoors, 
especially hawk watching, at Pilgrim Heights and now at Head 
of the Meadow Beach. While he may seem somewhat gruff at 
first, Don is anything but. I don’t remember exactly when I first 
met him, but my first impressions were quickly changed as I 
got to know him at the hawk watch. All you need do is spend 
a few hours with him, observing his interactions with the many 
visitors and friends that came through the Pilgrim Heights site. 
Don will tell you that engaging visitors is not his favorite thing, 
but you’d never know that when he is chatting with people from 
all over about hawks and the hawk watch site. People return year 
after year, of course for the thrill of the hawk watch, but also for 
the comradery and friendship. Don is at the center of it all, the 
common denominator, who everyone knows.

Of course, there isn’t as much chatting when the birds are 

job in state government”. This positive attitude is demonstrated 
in the countless ways he has mentored younger colleagues, and 
others fortunate enough to know him.

One such benefactor of Tom’s guidance and encouragement 
is David Paulson, who began with the Division in 2009, after 
receiving his B.S. in Biology from Framingham State College, 
and a M.S. in Wildlife and Fisheries from UMass Amherst. At a 
young age, Dave’s family fostered an appreciation and respect for 

the outdoors, wildlife, 
and conservation. 
His activities as a Boy 
Scout and 4H Club 
member, developed 
skills and instilled 
values that had a 
profound effect on his 
life, especially when 
he began his career 
with the Division. 
Early on, Tom’s 
influence sparked 
Dave’s fascination 
with Peregrine 
Falcons, when he was 
asked to accompany 
him on a banding trip. 
This new experience 
with a “Protected 

Species” was alluring and definitely made an impact. Over the 
years, these adventures continued, which involved accessing 
many nests that were both challenging and rewarding.

As leader of the Peregrine Falcon Conservation Program 
(PFCP), Dave also focuses on policy and regulation, which 
involves working with landowners, building managers and 
bridge engineers, who are also interested in the preservation of 
this species. Their cooperation and enthusiasm amazes Dave, 
as this collaboration sometimes leads to an apartment dweller 
in downtown Boston, observing these rare birds which are 
thriving in that environment, or company employees that host 
a Peregrine family, witnessing the maiden flight of a fledgling.

Dave’s statistics for 2021 so far: Sites visited: 18, Banded chicks: 
52, with 2 remaining mountains to be checked. Needless to 
say, it has been a very good year for Peregrine Falcons in the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Tom continues to be a trusted advisor and has also accompanied 
Dave on banding trips since his retirement, but the reins of 
managing the PFCP program are now in Dave’s capable hands. 
We welcome this passing of the baton to a new generation of 
conservationists, keeping in mind that Tom French has provided 
them with a solid foundation to build upon. 

flying. Like most hawk watches there can be intense times when 
counting and identifying birds is crucial. When the birds aren’t 
flying Don constantly scans the sky, looking out further than 
most people can see, sometimes picking up birds that will take 
well over 10 minutes to get to us. When the birds are flying, Don 
is counting and teaching. He is always describing the shape, the 
flight, the coloring, the wings, what to expect if it is this species or 
what to expect for another. He can explain in ten different ways 
how to tell the difference between a Sharp-shinned Hawk vs. a 

Cooper’s Hawk in flight 
without it sounding like a 
lesson - it’s just part of the 
conversation. 

One of the things that 
drives Don’s passion is his 
optimism. His optimism 
that it will be a day with a 
good flight and of course, 
the possibility that a rarity 
will come by. Don’t get me 
wrong, he does not chase 
rare birds, although he 
has been known to check 
out a few. He is thrilled 
to count Kestrels, Sharp-
shins, Broad-wings and 
Peregrines. However, 
reports of a Swallow-tailed 

Kite elsewhere on the Cape or SW winds on a warm humid day 
in late May or June, suggesting possible Mississippi Kites, means 
he must be at the hawk watch. I learned many years ago not to 
leave the hawk watch before Don does because that is the day the 
Mississippi Kite, (or Kites) will show up. 

Over the last two years our world has changed in so many ways. 
The Pilgrim Heights site has been replaced by the Head of the 
Meadow Beach site, because of vegetation overgrowth and further 
spurred by the pandemic. Don chose Head of the Meadow Beach 
for its good clear view and accessibility. Even after missing some 
time for health concerns, Don logged in record numbers again 
this year. It’s nice to know that in this changing world there 
are some things you can count on. I am glad to know that Don 
Manchester, his dedication, loyalty, and commitment are some of 
those things. 

populations without explicit intervention, and some species appear to enter serious long-term decline. 

The NorthEast Hawk Watch is thus celebrating fifty years of thousands of wonderful people investing considerable time and effort 
to help learn more about and conserve our birds of prey. I have learned so much by being a member. I have met so many wonderful 
people, who share my love of raptors. And I have seen so many of these incredible birds. Last but not least, I am reminded that just 
three “amateurs” with a love of hawks decided to do what they could to help learn more about and protect hawks. No one could have 
ever imagined what they wrought with the help of thousands of enthusiastic, dedicated volunteers. We need to remember what we, 
amateurs, can achieve if we make an effort. 

For information on NorthEast Hawk Watch, to view previous annual reports, and join, visit its web site at www.battaly.com/nehw. 

NorthEast Hawk Watch Celebrates 50th Anniversary (continued from  page 4)

Don Manchester. Photo by Bob Stone. Dave PaulsonTom French
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by Brian Rusnica, President EMHW, with Kari Blood, Community Engagement Director and  
Christine Volonte, Stewardship Director, Kestrel Land Trust.

Kestrel Land Trust - 2020-2021 American Kestrel Nest Box 
Program Update

Kestrel Land Trust is an organization focused in Western 
Massachusetts that works tirelessly to conserve and care for 

forests, farmlands, and waterways for people and for wildlife. 
Their vision is to create “a Pioneer Valley where nature and 
culture are in balance” - and Eastern Mass Hawk Watch is a 
proud sponsor of their Kestrel Nest Box Project in 2021.

The American Kestrel is a species that has shown significant 
population declines in Massachusetts, leading conservationists 
to suspect that habitat loss plays a key role in their downturn. 
The Kestrel Nest Box Project seeks to establish breeding spaces 
for American Kestrels and does so by collaborating with the U.S. 
Forest Service, the MA Division of Fisheries & Wildlife, Mass 
Audubon and other organizations. Volunteers monitor Kestrel 
breeding progress and researchers band successful fledglings, 
providing valuable conservation data. 

2020 Season Update
The 8th season of the Kestrel Nest Box project saw a record 
number of occupied boxes (12) - twice as many as in any previous 
year. Three new boxes were added in 2020, giving the project a 
total of 21 available boxes, leading to an occupancy rate of 57%. 

KLT volunteers track successful versus unsuccessful boxes, 
defining successful boxes as ones where eggs were laid, chicks 
hatched and were banded. In 2020, 100% of the occupied boxes 
were successful!

The 2020 figures for both occupancy rate and success rate were 
all-time project highs. As a result, the figure for chicks banded 
was also exceptional. KLT banded a total of 52 chicks, nearly 
doubling a previous high of 27 chicks banded in 2017. 

The project depends on the generosity and effort of determined 
volunteers who carefully monitor the boxes, and gracious hosts 
who invite the American Kestrels onto their land. KLT Staff took 
care to navigate COVID-19 impediments this year, minimizing 
contact and maximizing social distancing during nest checks 
and banding. 

2021 Season Progress
At press time (late June 2021), the 9th season of the Kestrel Nest 
Box project is off to a promising start. Last year’s all-time records 
for occupied boxes and occupancy rate have already fallen. Out 
of 24 available boxes, 15 are currently being used by Kestrel 
pairs, providing a 63% occupancy rate. 

So far, 29 American Kestrel chicks have already been banded 
from six successful boxes - with the promise of more fledglings 
to come. 

In terms of adult Kestrels, three adult females have been banded 
this year, helping contribute to the project’s understanding of 
site fidelity and longevity. Two previously-banded adult females 
have returned this season: one for her 3rd year, and another for 
her 2nd year. 

KLT staff are also assisting Arcadia Wildlife Sanctuary in 
Easthampton by monitoring their boxes and banding their 
adults and chicks. 

Please check back in to the Kestrel Land Trust blog later this 
summer for a full report on the 2021 banding season at www.
kestreltrust.org/blog. 

All of these efforts are contributing to the species’ continued 
success and survival in Massachusetts and beyond. We thank 
Kestrel Land Trust and their volunteers for their incredible 
contributions to raptor conservation. We also invite EMHW 
members to learn more about the Kestrel Land Trust, and 
consider a donation or membership to support their worthy 
cause. 

by Brian Rusnica, EMHW President
2020-2021 Hawkwatcher’s Notebook

Massachusetts offers year-round intrigue for the 
hawkwatcher. Once again, this year provided several 

unique stories in my travels around the state in pursuit of raptors. 

August 16, 2020 - Rarity: Crested Caracara in Massachusetts 
In early August, Hurricane Isaias disrupted weather across 
the East Coast and likely brought a Crested Caracara to 
Massachusetts! This bird spent 4 days in MA, delighting lucky 
birders in Gloucester and Amesbury. It was approximately the 
5th state record for this species that normally resides in Florida, 
Texas or South/Central America. Interestingly, this bird was 
a juvenile, making it a different individual than the adult 
Caracara that showed up in Vermont in March!

October 4, 2020 - Insane Ospreys at Pinnacle 
Pinnacle Rock in the Middlesex Fells is known for its accipiter 
flights in late Fall, but on this lucky day, I was overwhelmed 
with Osprey. By the end of my watch, I had tallied a shocking 
40 migrant Ospreys, a site single-day record! The most 
memorable moment was when seven Ospreys linked up to 
share a thermal - my first Osprey kettle!  

November 14, 2020 - Kestrels on a Late Bug Hunt  
Belle Isle Marsh in East Boston is a tremendous raptor spot in 
cold weather. During an unseasonably warm week in mid-
November, a mated pair of American Kestrels hunted from a 
new perch raised in the meadow by DCR staff. To my surprise, 
the Kestrels were plucking crickets and grasshoppers out of the 
brown grass! Quite the unlikely catch for so late in the year! 

November 28, 2020 - Merlin on the Rocks 
I was strolling Winthrop Beach on a bitter day, searching 
the rocky terrain for a flock of elusive Snow Buntings. They 
eventually flushed up and zipped down the beach in a panic. 
Amongst the stones, I caught a glimpse of movement and 

found the cause: a Merlin! The falcon must’ve come in to snag a 
bunting, but missed and just sat on the ground, contemplating 
a next move. What luck - I’ve never seen a Merlin so close or so 
low before!

February 2021 - Bald Eagle Bounty 
Bald Eagles were everywhere in February along the Merrimack 
River. Their resurgence in Massachusetts truly peaked during 
our coldest snap of the year, when frozen lakes and rivers 
pushed them together to compete in places like the unfrozen 
Merrimack. On two separate weekends this month, I counted 
approximately 20 individual wintering Bald Eagles between 
Amesbury and Newburyport! 

April 24, 2021 - Osprey/Eagle Antics  
Late in the day at the Plum Island Hawkwatch, the counting 
crew were treated to a fish fight! A local Osprey reeled in a 
catch from the marsh, and an adult Bald Eagle streaked across 
the sky in hot pursuit. The Eagle harassed the Osprey until the 
fish plummeted all the way back to Earth. Apparently the Eagle 
didn’t see it. The angered Osprey immediately turned the tables 
and mercilessly chased the Eagle back the same way it came. 
Sadly no one got to eat the fish!

May 2, 2021 - Rare Spring ‘Wing at Plum 
The May 2 flight at Plum Island was wild! Wave after wave of 
Sharp-shinned Hawks fluttered overhead in a moderate SW 
wind. In between the Sharpie madness, we caught a stocky bird 
coming head-on. As it turned and showed a profile view, we 
recognized a different wing structure than the short-winged 
Sharpies. This was a buteo, one lacking a bellyband or pale 
crescents - a juvenile Broad-winged Hawk! While Broad-wings 
make up the bulk of our Fall count, they are rarely spotted at 
Plum Island. This was our only one this season, and just our 
15th since 2006. 

Merlin at Winthrop Beach, Winthrop, MA. Photo by Brian Rusnica.

American Kestrel chick on banding day at the Silvio O. Conte 
Wildlife Refuge, Fort River Division, Hadley, MA.  

Photo by Liam Cregan.
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The Broad-winged Hawk Project: Spring 2021 Update
by Brian Rusnica, President, EMHW

Pennsylvania’s Hawk Mountain Sanctuary has long been one 
of the most prolific Broad-winged Hawk migration sites in 

all the world. Researchers from Hawk Mountain, in their quest 
to learn more about this fascinating migrant, created The Broad-
winged Hawk Project in 2014. With a goal of understanding the 
breeding, wintering, and migration ecology and conservation 
status of this species throughout its life cycle, the project tracks 
multiple Broad-wings using satellite telemetry. Eastern Mass 
Hawk Watch has contributed significant funding to the project. 

In 2021, the BWHA Project sought to track hawks from different 
breeding areas in the Northeastern US. As of press time, they 
have tagged six adult Broad-wings, 4 female and 2 males, 
during this breeding season. These birds come from nest sites 
in Connecticut and New Hampshire. The Project collaborated 
with The Harris Center for Conservation Education in NH and 
Northeast HawkWatch, West. Ct. Bird Club, and Larry Fischer, a 
CT-based raptor researcher. 

One of the most exciting parts of the project is that the public 
can follow along with the movement of these tagged Broad-
wings in real time. The Hawk Mountain website allows visitors 
to track the migration of these hawks as they leave New England 
this Fall. 

Hawk Mountain Website:
• hawkmountain.org/conservation-science/active-research/

raptor-conservation-studies/broad-winged-hawks

• You can find a link to this site on the EMHW website: About 
the Club > Conservation Projects

The Broad-winged Hawk Project on Facebook: 
• facebook.com/TheBroadwingProject

Also, keep an eye out for Black Vulture nesting and roosting 
sites in Massachusetts. Hawk Mountain is also planning to tag 
Black Vultures from Massachusetts with satellite transmitters to 

track movements of this expanding raptor at the northern limits 
of their range. Please email David Barber (Senior Research 
Biologist) at barber@hawkmountain.org with information on 
Black Vulture sites in Massachusetts.  

by Tom Graham, EMHW Member 
The Merlin

There have been 4 known breeding pairs of Merlin in 
Massachusetts and The Islands in the last ten years, but in 

New Hampshire, there are at least 25 confirmed nests. So it seems, 
the small falcon is moving south of its northern breeding habitat.

The Merlin, or Pigeon Hawk as it was known, is a small, quick and 
fearless raptor. They will attack anything without fear - sometimes 
paying the ultimate price. I have seen Merlins dive-bombing a 
Northern Goshawk, a Peregrine Falcon, Red-tailed Hawks and 
other raptors.

They say the Peregrine is the fastest flying bird - but can a Peregrine 
chase a Tree Swallow and catch it? I don’t think so, but a Merlin 
can. There are 3 races: the Taiga, the Prairie, and the Black Merlin. 
I have never seen the Black type, but it is on my bucket list.

They feed on birds (shorebirds, passerines) and other insects, and 
at times, small rodents.

When shorebird migration is in full swing, you can find these 
hunters close to the shore.

The movement south, in part, is because they are now finding 
Merlin nesting in urban areas that provide a wide variety of prey. 
I have a friend that has a few feeders in a very close neighborhood 
with lots of houses. A Merlin came by every once in a while and 
took a bird from his yard, and on one occasion had dinner in his 
driveway--very unlike a falcon, but things are changing. If urban 
hunting is catching on, why wouldn’t urban nesting and young be 
next?

Merlin do not build a nest - they take a nest built by crows or 
squirrels, usually very high up. They will defend the nesting area, 
especially after the young are hatched. The closest nest I know of is 
in Exeter, NH, way up in a white pine. I have been by a few times 
to watch, but never getting too close. The female, like in all raptors, 
is larger than the male - but he does 90 percent of the hunting for 
her and the chicks. They defend their nest site against any and all 
trespassers.

Like in the Jurassic Park movies, the Merlin are like the 
Velociraptors: unafraid of anything. Thank goodness they are not 
as big as German Shepherds or you could not leave your home.

In Spring, Merlins can be seen as early as late March into April, 
to the middle of May. Males in the Fall can migrate to northern 
South America. Females tend to stay in the US. Adults migrate 
north before the juveniles.

Hopefully there will be a pair nesting around your patch sometime 
soon. They are actually increasing in numbers and using man as a 
provider of food and shelter. Adapt or die...they must know how 
to read too. 

Broad-winged Hawk (adult) with transmitter.  
Photo by The Broad-winged Hawk Project.

Merlin. Photo by Tom Graham.

Book Review: Falcons of North America (2nd edition) 2021
by Kate Davis (paperback only; $28.00 )
Mountain Press Publishing Company 2021 (251 pp.)

Many EMHW members will remember Kate Davis, the raptor educator who spoke at our annual 
meeting ten years ago. She has authored seven books on hawks, including the Falcons of North 
America in 2008.

When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, Kate was unable to give her educational programs to the 
public, so she used the time to significantly update the book and this year published the second 
edition of Falcons of North America. I thought the first edition was outstanding. The second is 
even better. The second edition is 9.75 x 7.5 inches, a larger format to better accommodate more 
incredible photography, including 260 photographs by Nick Dunlop, Rob Palmer, and Kate, who 
have to be three of the best raptor photographers on the planet. The book is more than worth the 
price simply for the photography alone.  

But the text is as good as the photography. Kate is a superb educator, skilled at sharing important 
information in a clear, enthusiastic and concise manner. Saying her prose is “lean but rich” sounds 
contradictory, but once you’ve read the book, you will fully understand. This edition maintains the 

basic structure of the first. Kate devotes 165 pages to an overview of falcons: “Morphology and Physiology, Behavior and Feeding, Nesting 
and Breeding, Movements, Falcons and Humankind, Conservation, Examples, Threats, and ‘A Look Forward.’“ She then provides about ten 
pages on each species, updating how the species status has changed in the last decade. 

Any popular book that starts off with a chapter on taxonomy followed by morphology faces major challenges, except Kate makes it incredibly 
interesting and informative. Recently DNA analyses have led to major changes in taxonomy. Not too long ago, Falconiformes was the order 
including families of hawks, eagles, osprey, falcons and vultures. In 2012, the order Falconiformes was redefined and restricted to falcons, 
caracaras and their allies and placed later in evolutionary development (just before passerines) while the hawks, eagles, etc. were placed in a 
new order, Accipitriformes, in essentially the same old spot in taxonomic order.  Already I am mired in difficulty. Kate explains it much better, 
showing how falcons are significantly different from hawks and eagles, and more closely related to parrots and songbirds than to Redtails.

The updated species accounts include significant changes for some species, like Merlin, and new range maps based on Brian Wheeler’s 
recent field guides that incorporate extensive eBird data. 

Quite simply, Kate knows her falcons. She has taken one of the best general books I’ve ever read on any family or order of birds, much 
less raptors, and made it significantly better. The book should be available at some local birding stores, including Drumlin Farm’s Mass 
Audubon Shop, Bird Watcher’s General Store, and Bird Watcher’s Supply & Gift, or autographed copies can be ordered from Kate’s web site 
at raptorsoftherockies.org.  Now if someone could convince her to do a similar book on North American Accipitriformes...

— Paul M. Roberts
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Wachusett Mountain - Fall 2020

The 2020 Wachusett Mountain raptor count was 9,451 - a little 
below the average of 10,410. Ironically, we set 10 records for the 

site this year despite the pandemic. Team Wachusett spent a record 
432.5 hours in coverage (390.5 hrs, 2019). For about ten years, the 
coverage was primarily September to early October. The past seven 
years we have extended it from mid-August to early December. This 
is largely attributed to site leader Rod Chase and, after the road closes, 
the intrepid Bill Rasku.

Weather conditions were adequate with many days having a northern 
wind component. Three big days, September 18-20, produced 65% 
of our count total. All three days had North and Northeast winds. 
Overall, with climate change, the migration seems to be getting later.

Raptor records started on September 4th, as we sighted two Mississippi 
Kites, both immatures (previous record: 1, 2019). Black and Turkey 
Vulture records, 14 & 783 respectively, were strong in October (BV 
7, 2019 and TV 404, 2019); Cooper’s Hawk, 160 (132, 2019); Red-
shouldered Hawk, 93 (42, 1982); Red-tailed Hawk, 199 (165, 1982); 
Rough-legged Hawk, 3 (2, 1979); American Kestrel, 226 (181, 1985); 
and Merlin, 61 (52, 2019) were all new highs. Broad-winged Hawks, 
only 6,955, were 26% below average (9,388), yet were 74% of the entire 
2020 count. 

Veteran site leader Rod Chase had continuing health issues, so we 
recruited different daily site leaders. Bill Rasku, Will Martens, Bob 
Secatore, and Jack Miano covered certain days of the week and Paul 
Roberts, Ted Mara, Eric Mueller, and Tom Gottschang covered the 
rest. Supplementing them were Matt Bollus, Dave Brown, Meghan 
Gately, Mark Morris, and Colleen Tank. Helpful veterans included 
Chris Eddy, Steve Farrell, Marty McNamara, Charlie Roache, George 
Russell, and Daryl Turek. Numerous others can be found listed on our 
HawkCount site.

Competing regional raptor sites like Pack Monadnock in New 
Hampshire and Putney Mountain in Vermont that go up and 
down in count numbers make it all so interesting. Climate change, 
newcomers, hikers, dogs, and even goats; what’s next? Thanks for all 
your dedication and fun. We’re looking forward to this Fall. 

WACHUSETT MTN. HAWK WATCH
Fall 2020 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 73 
Total Number of Hours 432.5

Black Vulture 14

Turkey Vulture 783

Osprey 129

Bald Eagle 156

Northern Harrier 45

Sharp-shinned Hawk 427

Cooper’s Hawk 160

Northern Goshawk 0

Red-shouldered Hawk 93

Broad-winged Hawk 6,955

Red-tailed Hawk 199

Rough-legged Hawk 3

Golden Eagle 3

American Kestrel 226

Merlin 61

Peregrine Falcon 27

Unidentified Accipiter 16

Unidentified Buteo 33

Unidentified Falcon 9

Unidentified Raptor 110

Mississippi Kite 2

Total 9,451

by Ted Mara, Site Coordinator and EMHW Board Member 
and Paul M. Roberts, EMHW Founder and Board Member

MOUNT WATATIC HAWK WATCH
Fall 2020 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 18
Total Number of Hours 124.75

Black Vulture 0

Turkey Vulture  48

Osprey  74

Bald Eagle  103

Northern Harrier  8

Sharp-shinned Hawk  267

Cooper’s Hawk  55

Northern Goshawk  0

Red-shouldered Hawk  5

Broad-winged Hawk  5,986

Red-tailed Hawk  16

Rough-legged Hawk  0

Golden Eagle  0

American Kestrel  82

Merlin  13

Peregrine Falcon  3

Unidentified Accipiter  2

Unidentified Buteo  1

Unidentified Falcon  0

Unidentified Raptor 20

Total 6,683

Mount Watatic - Fall 2020
By Brian Rusnica, Site Coordinator and EMHW President

The 2020 Fall raptor migration at Mount Watatic was the best in a 
decade. As an official counter, this season reflected a new personal 

best for me as well; easily the greatest count in my six years on Watatic. 

Hawk watchers logged 124.75 hours over 18 days of coverage at 
Watatic; an increase of 30 hours from 2019. The season total of 6,683 
migrant raptors was more than double the disappointing 2019 count. 
Wonderful September weather proved to be the norm again, allowing 
us to count for 14 straight days in peak Broad-winged season. 

Weather conditions took a turn for the surreal on September 15th, as 
the cloudless sky over New England was not blue, but colorless or pale 
brown for much of the day. Smoke residue from West Coast wildfires, 
thousands of miles away, hung in the air and tainted every inch of sky. 
The scientific term “vertically-integrated smoke” became a buzzword 
of many discussions. 

COVID-19 meant that all of our watchers were masked for the duration 
of the season and socially distanced on the summit. Mountain use was 
noticeably up, with large crowds of hikers on weekends and a parking 
crunch created by restrictions on Route 119. 

Last year, 64 migrating Bald Eagles were enough to set a new all-
time seasonal standard. This year, that number was obliterated, as the 
count reached 103 Bald Eagles by the end of September. Our accipiter 
numbers (267 Sharp-shinned Hawks and 55 Cooper’s Hawks) were up 
compared to last year. We also doubled our count of Osprey (74) and 
American Kestrel (82) from 2019.

The September 18th flight was the highest for all three sites in our 
region this year. Our total count of 3,078 raptors was the highest single-
day flight since 2014. The early flight was unlike any I have ever seen. 
The morning was foggy and the cloud ceiling was exceptionally low, 
just a few hundred feet over the summit. Dense kettles of Broad-wings 
rose from the ground, crept towards the mountain, and then vanished 
into the ceiling. Processions of hawks emerged out of nowhere from 
the clouds overhead, streaming into perfect view for a few seconds, and 
then evaporating directly into another section of cloud. We counted 
1,500 hawks before lunch and then 1,300 more birds after 4pm, 
bookending this monumental day. Eight other triple-digit count days 
kept us busy on either side of our September 18th peak. 

Bald Eagle (immature) in Newburyport, MA. Photo by Brian Rusnica. Hawkwatchers at Mount Watatic. Photo by Billy Hickey.
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Pinnacle Rock - Fall 2020
by Craig Jackson, Site Coordinator and EMHW Member

This year the total number of hours (31.75) spent on the Rock was 
tied for the second lowest in the 20 years since 1999 for which this 

site has recorded data on Hawkcount. The primary reason for such a 
low number of observing hours is that the official counter (myself) was 
not present, but instead was in Costa Rica waiting out the COVID-19 
pandemic. Thus, I am indebted to three other individuals who spent 
time hawkwatching on the Rock — Jack Miano, Brian Rusnica, and 
Soheil Zendeh — for the totals this year.

Despite the low number of observing hours, the total number of 
raptors seen (288) was both above the median (between 251 and 240 
raptors) and the average for all years (271.2). The total number of 
hawks is primarily due to the count for October (286) being the 4th 
highest October count on record, and well above the October average 
of 176 birds. Since there were no counts made in September and only 
2.5 hours of observation in November (2 raptors seen), the October 
count this year is virtually the same as the total Fall count for 2020.

October 4 was one of the most incredible days of hawkwatching at 
this site in all of the years of observation. It wasn’t one of the highest 
counts (there have been a number of counts of over 100 birds), but 
was distinguished by the large numbers of Ospreys and Peregrine 
Falcons. The Osprey count (40) that day was 4 more than the previous 
high count (2003), and the October count of 51 birds was the highest 
October count on record, and the second highest of all Fall totals (only 
two birds less than were seen in all of 2003). It was also the first two-
digit count of Ospreys in October since 2012. Brian, the only observer, 
wrote the following on Hawkcount.org about that count.

The first bird of the day was an Osprey that popped up to 
the East of the rock, and I thought - “nice surprise, a late 
Osprey!” As the morning unfolded, I found out that if this 
bird was indeed ‘late’ - it was most certainly not alone! What 
followed today was the most insane Osprey flight I’ve seen 
at any Massachusetts hawkwatch site. The Ospreys popped 
up as the morning went on: first - one at a time, and then 
soaring by in pairs, then a formation of four together in a 
high glide at 10:45 EDT, and then eventually topped off with 
a kettle of SEVEN Osprey soaring up together and gliding 
South at 11:55am EDT. All told, the count of Osprey was 
a mind-boggling FORTY birds! Hard to believe, but an 
amazing treat to observe. 

The count of Peregrines that day (5) was also the highest daily count 
at this site and the total Fall count of 7 matched the previous Fall high. 
Finally, Brian noted he also observed an estimated 615 Double-crested 
Cormorants.

In the month of October there were four other fairly good days — 
10/8 (75 birds) and 10/11,17 (both of which had 46 birds). Most of the 
birds on these days were accipiters, and although the total combined 
number of Sharp-shinned and Cooper’s Hawks (177) was well below 
the highest combined totals of these two species, it was above the 
combined average (150). The count of Cooper’s Hawks (60) also was 
the second highest total of this species and approached the highest 
(69). 

PINNACLE ROCK HAWK WATCH
Fall 2020 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 12
Total Number of Hours 31.75

Black Vulture  0

Turkey Vulture  4

Osprey  51

Bald Eagle  5

Northern Harrier  10

Sharp-shinned Hawk  117

Cooper’s Hawk  60

Northern Goshawk  0

Red-shouldered Hawk  2

Broad-winged Hawk  0

Red-tailed Hawk  8

Rough-legged Hawk  0

Golden Eagle  0

American Kestrel  4

Merlin  4

Peregrine Falcon  7

Unidentified Accipiter  5

Unidentified Buteo  2

Unidentified Falcon  1

Unidentified Raptor 8

Total 288

HEAD OF THE MEADOW BEACH          
 HAWK WATCH

Spring 2021 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 48 
Total Number of Hours 266.5

Black Vulture  0

Turkey Vulture  872

Osprey  148

Bald Eagle  25

Northern Harrier  35

Sharp-shinned Hawk  127

Cooper’s Hawk  92

Northern Goshawk  0

Red-shouldered Hawk  13

Broad-winged Hawk  261

Red-tailed Hawk  75

Rough-legged Hawk  0

Golden Eagle  0

American Kestrel  104

Merlin  67

Peregrine Falcon  12

Unidentified Accipiter  5

Unidentified Buteo  3

Unidentified Falcon  4

Unidentified Raptor  21

Mississippi Kite 2

Total 1,866

Head of the Meadow Beach - Spring 2021
2nd Annual Count 
by Donald Manchester, Site Coordinator and  
EMHW Member

The second year at the new Head of the Meadows Beach site saw 
increases in numbers and in observation hours. The new site has 

proven to have better visibility than Pilgrim Heights, although even 
with increased visibility, on some days when the birds are really high 
and flying on the western edge of our viewing area, we believe we are 
missing birds for the count.

With thirteen species counted overall, several species had increased 
numbers from the previous year. Dramatic increases were seen in 
five species, with Broad-winged Hawks (261, up from 77) and Red-
shouldered Hawks (13, up from 2), more than tripling the previous 
year’s count numbers. Merlins (67, up from 25) nearly tripled their 
numbers. Cooper’s Hawks (92, up from 42) and Peregrines (12, up 
from 5), more than doubled the previous year’s count.

Highlights for the season include two Mississippi Kites and two 
Sandhill Cranes that came right along the dunes and over the counters 
gathered for the day, calling to each other as they flew over.

Disappointments included not counting any Black Vultures or 
Swallow-tailed Kites at the hawk watch site this year. The lack of 
Swallow-tailed Kites was particularly disappointing because there 
were many reported sightings on the Cape, many much later than the 
usual expected time for this species.

A word about visitors to the site. Although we had more hikers and 
people specifically seeking out the hawk watch at Pilgrim Heights, we 
have much more contact with the general public at the Head of the 
Meadow Beach site, since it is well used by vacationers and residents 
who are fishing, enjoying the beach, or looking for seals. People often 
stop and ask what we are doing and of course, we explain. It’s our hope 
that more hawk watchers will stop by and participate, with increased 
visibility, and plenty of room to spread out, we can use all the eyes we 
can get!

Special thanks to Maryellen Stone for posting count numbers daily on 
Hawkcount. 

Sharp-shinned Hawk (adult) at Parker River NWR, Plum Island, MA.  
Photo by Brian Rusnica.
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PLUM ISLAND HAWK WATCH
Spring 2021 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 56
Total Number of Hours 236

Black Vulture  0

Turkey Vulture  70

Osprey  20

Bald Eagle  9

Northern Harrier  125

Sharp-shinned Hawk  644

Cooper’s Hawk  56

Northern Goshawk  0

Red-shouldered Hawk  0

Broad-winged Hawk  1

Red-tailed Hawk  0

Rough-legged Hawk  0

Golden Eagle  0

American Kestrel  651

Merlin  137

Peregrine Falcon  14

Unidentified Accipiter  14

Unidentified Buteo  0

Unidentified Falcon  10

Unidentified Raptor  19

Eurasian Kestrel  1

Total 1,771

Plum Island - Spring 2021

The 2021 Spring hawkwatch at Plum Island was a remarkable season 
for a number of salient reasons. After a lackluster April (typically our 

busiest month), a single day in May managed to not only offset that deficit 
but go on to topple an impressive number of standing records. If that wasn’t 
enough, we were fortunate enough to record a rare vagrant Eurasian raptor 
that came through in April.

Fortunately, vehicles were permitted on the refuge this year. However, 
under CDC guidelines, only a limited group of observers were permitted at 
the watch at any given time. 

114 birds were counted in March, well above the 10-year March average 
(48), largely due to expanded coverage rather than large daily flights. In 
contrast, April turned out to be a real disappointment. A persistent low 
pressure area remained lodged between the Canadian Maritimes and 
Europe, which played havoc with our weather for most of the month. 
Easterly winds prevailed on many April days and hawks chose to migrate 
through along more inland paths. But even on a number of days with 
seemingly favorable winds, few migrant raptors showed up on the island 
and conjecture is that this too may well be linked to that lousy, stagnant 
mid-ocean low. 655 migrant raptors were counted in April, below the 
10-year April average of 821.

April actually did have one noteworthy positive incident in the early 
morning of the 13th of the month when a Eurasian Kestrel, a vagrant from 
across the pond, came bolting by the platform providing a close-up but 
fleeting look at it as it did so. 

Everything changed for the better on Sunday, May 2nd when all hell 
seemed to break loose as far as hawk numbers were concerned. The winds 
were both southwesterly and moderate in velocity; a hopeful indication 
that we might have decent numbers of Sharp-shinned Hawks coming 
through. And come they did! At watch’s end, eleven hours after its start, the 
final Sharpie count reached 461 birds, with several dozen birds flooding 
through each hour between 8am and 1pm EDT, and 147 passing through 
just in the 10 o’clock hour alone. Paul Roberts remarked to MASSBIRD: 
“At times it looked like Logan Airport in pre-pandemic rush hour, with a 
dozen sharpies stacked up over the dunes to the south.” Other impressive 
counts for the day included 169 American Kestrels, 19 Cooper’s Hawks, 
23 Merlins and a single misguided immature Broad-winged Hawk that 
obligingly passed directly overhead. 

The final day’s tally was 699 migrants - it’s no exaggeration to say that the 
May 2nd event completely transformed the 2021 Plum Island season. In 
fact, almost 40% of the year’s total tally of birds were recorded on that day 
and an impressive number of standing records were also broken due to the 
May 2nd contribution, including:
• All-time EMHW Spring single-day record, any site: 699 raptors
• Total seasonal PI count: 1,771 (Old record of 1,766 in 2011)
• Season count for Sharp-shinned Hawks: 644 (301 in 2016)
• Season count for Cooper’s Hawks: 56 (51 in 2016)
• Season count for Merlins: 137 (109 in 2020)
• Largest single day’s PI count: 699 (574 by K. Chihowski & D. Jaques 1995)

In addition, Paul Roberts has taken the time and made the considerable 
effort to find additional important data as they relate to the May 2nd count 

by Bob Secatore, Site Coordinator and EMHW Board Member 

Continued on next page. →

Plum Island Report (continued from previous page)

2020-2021 Treasurer’s Report by Lynette Leka, EMHW Treasurer

Beginning Balance (7/1/2020) $ 8,795.66   -  187 paid memberships

Income
Memberships 4,030.00

Donations* 3,255.00
Raffle 0.00

Car Magnet Sales 10.00
Silhouette Sales 15.00

*includes proceeds from
auction of telescope

donated by Kathy Olson
in memory of Steve Olson

Total Income 7,310.00

Ending Balance (6/30/2021) $ 12,942.27   -  163 paid memberships

Expenses
Annual Meeting Speaker Fee/ 0.00

Hall Rental Deposit 2020 0.00
Refreshments 0.00

 Annual Meeting Total —
Newsletters Production -200.00

Printing -453.69
Mailing -170.00

 Newsletters Total (823.69)
Funding HMANA 0.00

Northeast Connecticut Kestrel Project -1,000.00
Keeping Company with Kestrels -300.00

Kestrel Land Trust -300.00
Snowy Owl Project -300.00

Funding Total (1,900.00)
P.O. Box Rental -28.00

Postage 0.00
Office Supplies 0.00

Printing Expense 0.00
Internet Services -409.70

Bank Fee -2.00
Total Expenses -3,163.39

and forwarded this information in an email to me. Below is an excerpt of the full body of that email:

“The May 2 flight was the largest East Mass Hawk Watch Spring flight ever reported. Not one of the largest spring flights ever reported 
in the state, as 1,300 Broadwings were reported at Mt. Tom April 27, 1944. The second largest EMHW Spring flight was April 20, 1995 
when Kathryn Chihowski and Donna Jaques had 574 hawks at Plum Island, including a record 550 kestrels.

The May 2, 2021 flight was apparently the third largest Sharpshin flight ever reported in the state, Spring or Fall. 
• 1,100 Gay Head, Martha’s Vineyard, Oct 2, 1982. Vern Laux
• 1,009 Marconi station, South Wellfleet, Sept 20, 1981. Richard Forster and David Clapp
• 400 Fobes Hill, Windsor, Sept 28, 1977. D. McNair

The largest Spring Sharpshin flight previously reported was 289 at Plum Island on May 2, 1987, and the second largest was 212 at Plum 
Island on May 1, 1987. (Note, 501 Sharpshins over two consecutive days.) 165 were counted at Truro on May 6, 1984 by Blair Nikula, 
et.al., 130+ at Truro on May 8, 1983, by Blair Nikula et. al., and 126 at Plum Island on April 26, 1981. The Plum Island counts were all 
EMHW. All this data comes from Birds of Massachusetts, Veit & Petersen, 1993.”

Finally, one other record that we managed to break this year was the total time spent on coverage, logging a total of 56 days and 
236 hours. Hawkwatching efforts work best when they become a community effort, a fact that became abundantly clear during the 
restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic. More eyes watching for more hours find more hawks - it’s as simple as that. Fortunately, 
this year we had adequate coverage by a number of our regular watchers on not only promising days, but also on less promising days. 
This group that deserves extra thanks includes Mark Schoene, Mark Morris, Ted Mara, Paul Roberts, Brian Rusnica, Judd Nathan 
and Kathryn Chihowski. 

Mark Schoene, Mark Morris and Ted Mara were indispensable during the difficult early weeks of the season. Mark Morris deserves 
a special shout-out by regularly driving from Gardner, MA to cover the watch. Family obligations and pending spinal surgery forced 
him to make his last watch on April 20, so regrettably he had to miss the May 2nd deluge. 

A great big “thank you” to all the great people who helped make this season a success. 
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Annual Election for Board of Directors

According to the EMHW bylaws, the Board consists of nine directors. Last year Shawn Carey, Christine Morabito, and 
Susan Williamson were elected to two-year terms as Directors. This year, Christine Morabito resigned as director due to 
an upcoming relocation. We thank Christine for her years of dedicated service!

Six current board members are up for re-election to the board: Ted Mara, Will Martens, Paul Roberts, Brian Rusnica, Bob 
Secatore and Eric Smith. The members are asked to vote for THREE nominees only, and those elected will serve a two-
year term. After the election, the six directors elected by the membership will appoint three directors to serve one-year 
terms on the board. The ballot is at the bottom of the membership form on the facing page.

Ted Mara
Ted is, by his own admission, a hawk junkie. Active as a spotter on Wachusett Mountain in the Fall and 
Site Coordinator at Plum Island during the Spring, Ted has served on the Board for 12 years and served 
as President from 2017 to 2020. He is also a generally out of control walking enthusiast. Other interests 
include history, genealogy, and Patriots football.

Will Martens 
An avid birder and naturalist, Will has birded in North and Central America as well as the UAE. Favorite 
migrating raptor spots are Wachusett Mountain, Plum Island, Lighthouse Point (CT) and Cape May, NJ. 
Will assists in the weekly Great Meadows census in Concord which is also good for raptors.

Paul Roberts  
Paul founded the Eastern Mass Hawk Watch in 1976, and has been a director for 41 years. He chaired the 
Hawk Migration Association of North America 1980-84, and served on the Board again from 2003-2011 
and 2014 to present. Paul was President of the NorthEast Hawk Watch from 1994 to 2020. His leadership 
has led to the establishment of hawk watches at Wachusett Mountain, Mount Watatic and Plum Island.

Brian Rusnica 
Brian lives in Cambridge, MA and has counted hawks at the Mount Watatic and Plum Island watch 
sites since 2015. He is the current President of Eastern Mass Hawk Watch as of 2020.  He has served on 
the Board of Directors for the NorthEast Hawk Watch since 2017. He serves as an administrator on the 
“Raptor ID” Facebook group and his raptor photography has been featured in Cornell University’s Living 
Bird magazine, Urban Raptors (2018, ed. Boal & Dykstra) and The Cooper’s Hawk (2018, Rosenfeld).

Bob Secatore 
Bob first got interested in birds when he happened to get a children’s bird book, The Red Book of Birds, 
in a third grade grab bag game in elementary school. He’s been fascinated by raptors and their natural 
history all his life.  Living in New Mexico for three years in the 70’s only served to stoke and broadened 
that interest.  His interest in reptiles and amphibians (along with the birds) makes frequent hikes on 
conservation areas around northern Essex county all the more interesting.

Eric Smith 
Eric grew up behind an Audubon Sanctuary, where he regularly visited the owls & hawks that were on 
display. He developed an interest in hawk watching and photographing all birds of prey. He loves to visit 
Plum Island and Wachusett Mountain during migration, or going north for eagles and osprey in Maine. 
Eric thoroughly enjoys helping with the good work that EMHW does and has served on the Board for 10 
years.

HAWK WATCH
Eastern Massachusetts

Membership Form
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EMHW Board Member Ballot

Please vote for only three (3) of the six nominees to appoint them to serve on the Board as “Elected  
Directors” for a 2-year term. See the previous page for information about each candidate.

 ☐ Ted Mara ☐ Brian Rusnica

 ☐ Will Martens ☐ Bob Secatore

 ☐ Paul Roberts ☐ Eric Smith

There are six nominees on the ballot this year, with their biographies posted on the previous page. The members 
are asked to vote for THREE nominees only, and those elected will serve a two-year term. After the election, the 
six elected Directors will appoint three “Nominated Directors” to serve a one-year term.

Annual Election for Board of Directors

Name:

Street Address:

City: State: Zip:

Phone #: E-mail:

☐ I am a new member. ☐ I am renewing my membership.

☐ Contact me about helping at hawk watch sites.

Membership Dues:
Dues are for fiscal year September 1 through August 31 of the following year. Dues and gifts are NOT tax-deductible.

☐ Supporting $40

☐ Contributing $25

☐ Individual $15

☐ Additional Gift to EMHW $                          

Total Amount Enclosed: $                          

Please make checks payable to “EMHW” and mail with this form to: 
Eastern Mass Hawk Watch, PO Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950
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ANNUAL MEETING 
GOES VIRTUAL!
See Page 2 for Details

Not a Member? Membership Lapsed? 
Our annual dues are only $15 and provide you with an annual newsletter which includes spring and fall hawk watch data. Additionally, the 
annual meeting alone is worth the value for we always provide exciting and educational speakers. We also host free identification workshops 

and other educational programs.

To renew or to become a member, fill out the form on page 19 and send a check made payable to Eastern Mass Hawk Watch,  
P.O. Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950. Thanks!

Thanks 
Our sincere thanks to Kari Blood, Shawn Carey, Liam 
Cregan, Ursula Goodine, Sabina Grady, Tom Graham, 
Billy Hickey, Craig Jackson, Lynette Leka, Ted Mara, Don 
Manchester, Paul Roberts, Brian Rusnica, Bob Secatore, Bob 
Stone, Maryellen Stone, Luke Tiller, Christine Volonte, The 
Broad-winged Hawk Project and Kestrel Land Trust for their 
contributions to this newsletter.

Newsletter Design & Layout: Sabina Grady,  
Grady Creative Services, www.gradycreative.com

HAWK WATCH
Eastern Massachusetts

Founded in 1976, Eastern Massachusetts Hawk Watch is an all-
volunteer, member based organization whose mission is to promote 
the study, conservation, and preservation of hawks locally and on 
a continental scale by monitoring migration in Massachusetts; to 
share data for research and conservation purposes; to promote 
education and awareness of the identification of hawks and the 
issues related to migrating hawks; and to instill an appreciation for 
hawks in general.

Current Officers:
President: Brian Rusnica
Vice President: Shawn Carey
Treasurer and Membership Secretary: Lynette Leka
Recording Secretary: Susan Williamson

HAWK WATCH
Eastern Massachusetts

P.O. Box 663
Newburyport, MA 01950


